
Furze Park Fawn
Price: £2,000.00  Sales tax is included in this price.

Sire: UKBAS13481 - Valley Alpacas The Diplomat
Dam: UKBAS21377 - Toft Marie
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Light Fawn (Solid Colour)
Registered With: BAS - UKBAS43243
Date of Birth: 1st August 2019

Furze Park Fawn

Light Fawn (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

UKBAS13481 - Valley Alpacas The Diplomat

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

UKBAS21377 - Toft Marie

(White - Huacaya)

UKBAS07187 - EP Cambridge Samson (Imp)

UKBAS05837 - EP Cambridge Aria

UKBAS12352 - Shanbrooke Accoyo Toft Tsar ET (Imp)

UKBAS13572 - Toft Nienna

IAR/63163 - EP Cambridge Peruvian

Spartacus (Aust.

IAR/50895 - Jolimont Amatea (Aust.)

IAR/63185 - EP Cambridge Peruvian

Caesar (Aust.)

UKBAS05813 - EP Cambridge Alvedora

(Import)

UKBAS06681 - Accoyo Alpacas Aragorn

UKBAS07377 - Toft Nootlin

IAR/60306 - Shanbrooke Accoyo Rasputin

(Aust.)

IAR/60327 - Shanbrooke Accoyo Juanita

(Aust.)

Description: 

Introducing Fawn (FPA461), a delightful alpaca with a perfect balance of endearing qualities. At 4 years old, Fawn
captures hearts with her lovely and gentle nature, making her a joy to be around.

Fawn's compact frame showcases her exceptional fleece to its fullest potential. Her dense coat is a testament to the
quality of her fiber, providing a luxurious touch that you won't be able to resist. The excellent crimp structure further adds
to the allure of her fleece, creating a visually appealing texture.

But it's Fawn's temperament that truly sets her apart. Her gentle and affectionate nature makes her a favorite among
caretakers and a cherished companion. Her calm and easygoing demeanor will bring a sense of tranquility to your
alpaca endeavors, fostering a harmonious environment for both humans and fellow alpacas.

If you're seeking an alpaca with a combination of delightful temperament and exceptional fleece, Fawn is the perfect
choice. Her compact frame, dense fiber, and gentle disposition make her an ideal addition to any fiber program or
breeding endeavor.

Don't miss the opportunity to welcome Fawn into your alpaca family. Contact us today to secure this remarkable female
and experience the joy and beauty she brings. With Fawn by your side, your herd will be enriched with her loveliness,
gentleness, and high-quality fleece.
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